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RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Only one technician required.
Increased productivity.
Quick and easy return on investment.
Reliable quick trailer inspections.
Helps technician to detect and resolve problems.
Simple to use and opeSimple to use and operate.
Different models and options available.

DEVICE
Manual, remote and automated mode available for every pneumatic and electrical circuit.
All cart and kit units ready to use.(comes with a 12 foot jumper cable)
Powder coated steel construction.
Visible and audible alerts.
45 amps. power converter on all cart and kit models.

ELECTRICAL TEST
Every single electrical circuit can be activated by the remote.
Analyzes each electrical signal to help isolate cross, open, overloaded and shorted circuits.
0.1 amps current consumption accuracy displays on LED screen.
Capable of accessing ABS blink codes.
Allows capability of modifying voltage and current for ELECTRICAL BRAKE application.

AIR TEST 
Performs leak down test on emergency and service air lines.
Performs Emergency and Service airline activation.
Allows technician capability of Observing slack adjustments.

With this new bidirectional technology, it not only activates different electrical and pneumatic circuits.
The remote indicates whether or not the command has been received.

TT1-BR TT1-SR

Bronze Edition Wireless Remote (TT1-BR)
  
  - Standard 12 channel. Bidirectional 2.4 Ghz wireless remote control. 
  - FCC approved, 200 feet range rated technology.
  - No blind spots, working distance increased without any interference.
  - Short circuit and circuit activation confirmed on the remote.

SilSilver Edition LED SCREEN Technology (TT1-SR)
  
  - 12 channel, Bidirectional 2.4 Ghz Wireless remote SCREEN LED technology.
  - Current consumption shows on the remote.
  - Instantaneously cross wires, short circuit, open circuit is indicated on 
    remote LED screen.
   - Automatic electrical diagnostic sequence test.
    - Varity of logos on remote indicates what is applied.

TestTRONIK Wireless Trailer Tester
TheTestTRONIK wireless trailer tester product family has been created to help technicians increase their 
productivity by getting fully autonomous for better trailer inspections. By using a wireless remote control 
this will help locate and find repair problems on electric and pneumatic circuits on a trailer in a fast and 

easy manner.


